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New Way of Learning...
Flexible Learning is rapidly becoming the new
standard in education. The intention behind
Flexible is to step away from standard classroom
layouts, and whilst this approach has been around
for many years, teachers understand that the
classroom needs to be more adaptable.

Flexible

furniture for

Flexible
learning
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The three main areas in a flexible learning envi-
ronment are Independent, Semi-collaborative
and Collaborative.  These learning styles evolve
from the need for students to work alone, in
small groups or pairs, or as a larger group or
whole class. Flexible furniture takes students out
from behind rows of desks and enables them to
work effectively to complete a task.

•  Independent
•  Semi-collaborative
•  Collaborative
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Flexible Learning...Flexible Learning...
The key is in the word; by bringing in flexible furniture
you can adapt and cater for a variety of different
learning experiences and styles. Children aren’t all
the same size so why should the classroom be one
size fits all?

Comfortable students are engaged students, and
Flexible seating takes students out from behind rows
of desks and lets them choose from a variety of
seating options.

See
page 11

See
page 9

See page 7

For more information, see our main catalogue
- available onl ine or call for a hard copy...

See
page 6

See
page 8

For more information, see our main catalogue
- available onl ine or call for a hard copy...

See main catalogue 
page 189

See main
catalogue 
page 188

See main
catalogue 
page 231

See main catalogue 
page 118
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MyWay® Whisper Range
Whisper brings flexibility to environments.  This
range can be used for a variety of applications
from Reception Seating to Collaboration and 
Individual Learning.  

The modular system enables you to create the
perfect layout for your space.  Having a high-
back also enhances privacy needed for group
discussion as well as acting as a sound barrier
for louder environments.

MyWay® gives you the freedom and flexibility to
create spaces that are uniquely your own. Making it
easier to connect, collaborate and socialise your way. 

Intuitively designed to anticipate your every move,
MyWay® gives you newfound freedom to feel and
function at your best. It’s built around the way you
live and work today so you can stay comfortable, 
relaxed and connected.

•  Armless, low arms, high arms and tablet arm chairs
•  Sled base or tapered legs
•  Under seat storage area
•  Optional power and cupholder
•  15-year warranty High back for

enhanced privacy Sound barrier for
quieter study

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning
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This mobile stacking chair transforms learning
spaces through its innovative design.
Designed to encourage a sitting experience
that inspires interaction with others.  The unique
backrest/armrest offers flexibility for whatever
task you may be working on, be it for individual
study or group collaboration.

Ruckus Chair
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ENBOB Floor Chair
Sitting on the floor has never been a perfect
sitting position. Uncomfortable, bad posture, no
back support, no relaxation. 

The design of the ENBOB solves these problems
whilst still being at floor level. Teachers have
commented that it allows children to sit straighter
and more comfortably, even encouraging them
to sit on the floor during carpet activities,
providing better interaction with the children on
their level.

Bag storage

15-year

manufacturer’s

warranty

21 seat colours

Great 
New
idea!“

Available in
6 colours

Storage trolley available

31 frame finishes

“

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning
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Statix Range
The Statix Range brings a contemporary yet 
practical solution for modern environments.  

The 40mm thick tops and high impact resistant
edges make it a perfect product for many areas
including dining rooms. 

For compactness the benches store beneath the
table, and the easy clean laminate surfaces makes
for a very practical and stylish range.

Email: sales@parkmere.com10

Sit/Stand Desks
Our Sit/Stand Height Adjustable Desks give you the
opportunity to adjust your working height throughout
a range of sitting & standing positions.

Sitting behind your desk all day is bad for your
health and experts have long been advising people
to stand at their workstations for about 15 minutes an
hour. But a University of Waterloo professor says his
research shows that people should be standing for
at least  30 minutes per hour to get the health
benefits. One of the main health benefits of standing
is that it reduces the risk of weight gain and obesity.

•  Available with electric motor or crank handle
adjustment. Adjust through 710 – 1210mm.

•  Specify from a wide range of sizes and top finishes.

Adjust through
710 – 1210mm

40mm thick tops Easy clean
laminate surfaces

Benches store
beneath tables

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning
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Bench Desking
Bench Desking’s key benefit is adaptability.  If
class numbers grow, then Bench Desking can
easily be adapted and added to.  

By sharing legs and components, the desks are
much more economical and cost effective, whilst
providing an excellent base for collaboration.

Whether you need your desks in groups or runs
taking whole classes, Bench Desking provides
the flexibility a modern environment needs.

Whiteboard Top Tables
Brainstorming around a table?  Brainstorming
on the table!  

Whiteboard Top Tables are a brilliant way to
brainstorm ideas and literally put ideas on the
table.  Why waste paper when you are discussing
ideas?  The wipe clean tables make collaboration
even easier.

•  Hard wearing 18mm high gloss white top
•  High scratch resistant
•  Promotes a paperless environment
•  Wipe clean surface
•  Available on all table sizes

Modular Design 

Range of finishes
available

18mm high gloss
white top

Wipe clean
surface

Available in all
table sizes

‘Write On - Wipe Off!’

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning
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Soft seating is a crucial part of any environment.
It enhances the area by giving a less formal
place to collaborate or study independently,
and the freedom soft seating brings, is boosted
by the proven way it stimulates our creativity.

With the wide fabric choices, we have available,
the opportunity to bring colour into your envi-
ronment will create an inspiring atmosphere.
Colour brings warmth and brightness into an
area and is fundamental to harvesting the potential
of those using the space.  

Why not personalise your soft seating by choosing
the colours that represent your establishment?

Soft Seating

Modular designs

for the perfect

fit for your

environment

“ “

Perfect for
Flexible
Learning
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The Benchmark tables are the most space saving
mobile folding dining tables around.  They save
44% more space in storage compared to standard
dining ranges!  

Patented DoubleGuard® protects against tipping
while the table is being moved into storage 
position.  The top design allows continuous end-
to-end table placement.

Benchmark Dining

Email: sales@parkmere.com16

2.Put away in 
    20 seconds

Break free from the ordinary dining feel & display your school’s personality!

1.Set up in 
20 seconds

3.Stores in 44%
less space

Stores in 44%
less space

Seats up to 20
students

Reduces
lunchtime setup
(20 seconds per

table!)

Customisable tops
with graphics of

your choice

15-year
manufacturer’s

warranty

‘The most compact folding

dining unit in the world!’
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The perfect answer to dining furniture in multi-use school halls!
The space-saver wall pocket tables are the best solution for
schools that use their halls for PE, dining and assemblies as these
tables simply fold away into the walls when not in use.  The
pocket storage units are available as surface mounted or flush
fitting for optimum space efficiency.

•  Suitable for installation to existing as well as new build halls
•  15-year manufacturer’s warranty

Wall Pocket Dining System

0 mins 2 mins

5 mins 8 mins

Email: sales@parkmere.com18

Converts from Sports Hall to Dining Hall in Minutes!

Custom table designs available
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Storage Walling is simply bespoke storage units
to provide maximum storage in any available
area.  Designed and manufactured to save space,
save money and give you the most flexible and
comprehensive storage system available.

The isn’t enough room here to illustrate the
huge range of applications and options that can
be created, please contact us to find out how
we can save space for you!

Storage Walling

Before

After
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We all know we don’t get a second opportunity
to create a first impression.  What do visitors see
when they arrive?  Does it endorse the excellence
that exists throughout the establishment?

We can help you achieve inspiring reception
areas, large and small, from a simple one-piece
unit to a fully bespoke design, unique to you.

Modular systems bring flexibility into the design,
therefore giving you the opportunity to create a
reception that works with your space.

The variety of ranges, as seen in our Educational
& Office Furniture Catalogue, gives you a wide
scope to choose from - why not give us a call to-
day and we can begin the process.

Reception Desks
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Delivery & Installation

Personalised Quotation

Free Site Visit

‘You don’t get a second

opportunity to create a

first impression!’


